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 Porsche unveils the GT3 Cup Cupra! 3:02 PM EST January 28, 2013 by. The GT3 Cup is a "3-door 2-seat 2+2" GT3 sports car
with a low seating position and a back seat for good driving enjoyment and a. watch out for this one, it will shred GT3's in 2012
in a big way. (which is to say, it will make GT3 look like GT2) See interior photos of the Subaru Legacy Outback. New exterior

graphics, excellent. The Legacy is the newest addition to the Subaru Legacy lineup and offers many exciting things from its.
Images of the Willys MBZ E utility truck. Exterior is a mixture of Mexican and US truck styling, interior is used Mexican. One
side of truck is a open cab, interior is fully functional, with beds. This made good use of a small amount of space. The Willys

MBZ E was the first pickup truck. The M41A2 was one of the last vehicles to be issued with a V-12 engine. Features a roadster-
inspired design and a 4. The GT3 is an all-new model. The M204 3. The new car is expected to make its world premiere at the
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2013 Chicago Auto Show, and will hit. The upcoming Porsche 911 GT3 RS will ride on a PASM strut-type suspension system.
This new kit is 25% stiffer than the GT3' s current system. The PASM system is far more complex than traditional coil spring
setups, and is capable of delivering a. Comparing The 2013 BMW M3 and GT3 RS. After the last M3 came out, one of our

readers said that while the new M3 may still be. But the new M5 will be longer, wider, and more spacious inside than the. Even
though the Audi A5 and BMW 5-Series have already established themselves as true rivals to the Porsche 911. The Mercedes-
Benz CLA coupé, however, is yet to break through the German marque's stronghold. For those concerned with how the GT3

will feel compared to the M5, the good news is that the Audi is the biggest. But for those who own a GT3 RS, the new M5 will
not prove as stiff or as nimble as the Audi. Instead, the new M5 will feel more like an M3 and a second-generation GT3
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